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DEMONSTRATIONS FOR THIS
conspiracy against men

DEMONSTRATIONS FOR THAT
“women women women women!”
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they did not listen to me

they took me as a terrorist
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I was not heard
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“men are bastards, men are mean”

WHAT: perpetrator programmes 
“with a view to preventing further violence and changing violent behaviours” States are required to set up 
voluntary or mandatory perpetrator programmes (Istanbul Convention, article 16) 

WHO: perpetrators of domestic violence
heterosexual men, socialised in a heteronormative culture
> age: between 23 and 55 years old
> mostly French nationals, some with a migrant background
> different levels of education, most of them without a high school diploma
> from different social classes, most of them from working class
> forms of violence range from kicks and slaps to attempted murder

WHY: an interesting anthropological microcosm
> to listen to men’s narratives
> to observe interaction among men 
> to investigate the social construction of masculinities

Key questions
> HOW do domestic violence perpetrators represent their experience and feel about it?  
> WHAT political implications, in terms of power relations between genders?
> WHAT is the role of violence in the contemporary crisis of male hegemony?

Fieldwork
MANDATORY PERPETRATOR PROGRAMMES 
France, during the “post #MeToo” era [September 2018 – ongoing]
> “responsibility training programmes”: group meetings | duration: 2 to 4 day intensive programme | goal: 
making perpetrators understand the offence they committed and the sentence they have been condemned to
> “obligation of care”: group meetings | duration: 6 meetings in 6 months | goal: psycho-social mandatory 
treatment

Methods
ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
> direct observation of perpetrator programmes
> semi-directive interviews with professionals
> individual interviews with perpetrators
> workshops 
> visual methods

INTERSECTIONAL APPROACH
> race, class, gender

Results Analysis

Conclusions

Perpetrators are suffering and they clearly express the feeling of having been wronged

VICTIMS of their WIVES 
> “she is responsible for my violent reaction”
> systematic discreditation of their (ex) partners
> wives are morally blamed for police intervention and/or legal action against them 

(including legal decisions on custody and visitation)
VICTIMS of JUSTICE
> “women are more heard”: the judicial system is unfair to men
> “my woman is my woman”: justice intruded upon their private life
> sentences are considered disproportionate if compared to their acts
> femisation of the judicial system is perceived as a threat
> disagreement with the principle of “mandatory” participation and with the definition of “perpetrators”
> what about her? “the judicial should also force our wives to do something”
> participants find out that their behaviour is a punishable offence 

VICTIMS of FEMINISM (in the “post #MeToo” era)
> violence against women is seen as a “trend topic”
> perpetrators make a connection between their personal situation and the visibility of VAW in the media
> visibility in the global media: Wenstein case and #MeToo 
> visibility in the national media: Jaqueline Sauvage, Muriel Robin, #balancetonporc
> in perpetrators’ views, this “trend” produces biased representations, biased sentences, biased policies
> men are under attack

Perpetrators look for structural answers to avoid individual responsibility

MALE RESENTMENT IS EXPRESSED ON BOTH AN INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIAL LEVEL
> individually: their wives, their own personal situation
> socially: women are taking men’s place and men are loosing out

MEN STILL RESORT TO SEVERAL STRATEGIES TO SANCTION WOMEN’S TRANSGRESSIONS 
> simbolically, through “the witch stigma”
> materially, by using violence as a disciplinary tool

THINGS HAVE CHANGED (”and we are not happy“)
> male behaviours that were once considered “normal” are now punished by law
> “the rules of the game have changed too fast”: time is a relevant element 
> perpetrators express concern for contemporary anomia in terms of gender roles
> nostalgia for an idealised past and irenic social order
> however, male sense of entitlement is alive and well (as well as female guilt)
>>> perpetrators describe an ongoing political conflict (between genders) over space and social roles

intrusive

MALE HEGEMONY IS FACING SERIOUS THREAT (or, at least, (some) men perceive it this way)
> women are fighting for gender equality (and they may actually win!)
> a gendered version of “the replacement theory” circulates among (some) men
> today any move towards a public recognition of women’s right to a life free from violence is perceived as a 

feminist revenge against men
>>> systematic backlash is a real chance: men’s and fathers’ rights movement, pro-life movements, rising 
global right, etc.

TENSIONS
> why don’t perpetrators blame it on hegemonic masculinity, on patriarchy, on capitalism?
> while our societies push for more severe sanctions and expect men to stop being violent, we are not 

questioning the system that put men in that position of power
> domestic violence and VAW need to be framed as one element in a more complex scenario
> other elements have to be considered: the current economic crisis within neoliberalism, digital capitalism and

its implications on productive and reproductive labor, etc.
> male sense of entitlement, as well as female guilt, should be targeted 

IMAGINING NEW HEGEMONIES
> the cultural element is more than crucial: promote the change via consent rather than (just) via constraint   
> “consider the football” (Women’s World Cup France 2019)


